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Quantum dynamics simulation of the ultrafast photoionization of Li 2
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The Li2 species offers an ideal system to compare experimental pump/probe ultrafast
photoionization with quantum dynamical calculations on well characterized potential energy
surfaces. The present work utilizes the best available potential energy surfaces and appropriate
quantum dynamical methods to analyze the photoionization and dynamics of a wave packet
prepared in theE 1Sg

1 shelf state of lithium dimer. A direct comparison between calculated~ab
initio! and measured quantum dynamics is made for signals obtained with different laser pulse
shapes, intensities, and chirps, and the validity of the theoretical model is considered, as well as the
applicability and failure of perturbation theory. The results illustrate the high sensitivity of the
time-dependent pump/probe ionization transient signals to the detailed modeling of both the pump
and probe stages. They also show some of the inadequacies of the current potential surfaces and
dipole moment matrix elements of lithium dimer. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The wide frequency bandwidth of ultrafast pulses p
mits many energy eigenstates of a target system to be ex
simultaneously. By shaping the ultrafast pulse, different
perpositions of eigenstates can be excited, resulting in w
defined wave packets. Coherent control deals with direc
the wave packets to a desired outcome.1 Remarkable
progress has been made by feedback control where a p
shaper is iteratively updated based on the outcome of
photo-induced process.2–4 Despite this success, there is ofte
a void in understanding the elementary physical phenom
that form the basis for the coherent manipulation.

The purpose of this study is to gain theoretical insig
into elementary ultrafast light-induced coherent proces
and their control. We choose the Li2 system, which is simple
enough that a direct comparison of accurate quantum si
lation models with accurate experimental results is possi
On theE electronic surface, where the existence of a shel
the potential curve results in a small vibrational spacing,
time scales of vibrational and rotational wave packet moti
can be similar. Moreover, the high anharmonicity of the sh
region makes a classical wave packet description5–7 inad-
equate, thus the photodynamics of lithium dimer on
E-state has to be understood at a fully quantum mechan
level.

Quantum interference effects depend heavily on the
herence properties of both the molecular sample and the
source. Accurate ultrafast pump/probe experiments8–10 have
employed an initial state selection from which to launch
wave packet, greatly simplifying the wave packet prepar
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The experimental use of medium-to-high intensity polariz
light provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the validity
many approximations usually made in the theoretical
scription of ultrafast experiments. The long times at whi
the wave packet is probed, together with accurate contro
the laser parameters, make it possible to testab initio poten-
tial energy surfaces~PES!.

Here, we present a quantum dynamical simulation of
ultrafast photoionization of Li2 . We explore the ionization
from wave packets on theE 1Sg

1 state of Li2 and compare
the theoretical results of different pulse energies and ch
with pump/probe experiments. Direct comparison of qua
tum dynamics simulations with experiment provides info
mation on the adequacies of the quantum chemical res
~PES, dipole functions! and the limits of validity of pertur-
bation approaches.

In Sec. II, the physical model and the validity of th
approximations made are discussed. Section III discusse
limitations of the perturbative approach. In Secs. IV and
the effect of linear chirp is calculated and the theoreti
results are compared with the experimental ones. Con
sions appear in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL AND APPROXIMATIONS

A. The molecular representation

The Li2 molecule is described in the Born–Oppenheim
~BO! approximation. The electronic degrees of freedom
limited to three electronic surfaces,A, E, and I ~for ionic!,
corresponding, respectively, to the surfacesA 1Su

1 , E 1Sg
1 ,
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1260 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 3, 15 January 2001 Pesce et al.
and the first Li2
1 surface,X 2Sg

1 ~see Fig. 1!. The nuclear
coordinates are the Li–Li bond length and the angular co
dinates, with rotational quantum numbersj andm.

In the model, the first photoexcitation step prepares
initial pure rovibrational state on the electronic surfaceA. In
the experiment, this is accomplished with a cw laser t
selectively excites a single state ofA ~with ;90% purity!
from the Li2 ground electronic stateX 1Sg

1 . In the present
case, the cw excitation is fromX 1Sg

1 ~vX52, j X517! to
A 1Su

1 ~vA514, j A518!. TheX surface and theX→A exci-
tation stage are not required in the present theoretical an
sis, but have been described in detail previously.9,10

The pump and probe sequence begins from the sin
rovibrational state onA. The femtosecond pulses simulate
in this paper have the same energy spectrum and the s
range of intensity as those in the experiments.8 In the experi-
ments the pump step typically had an energy of 0.5mJ per
pulse and the probe step 1.5mJ per pulse, while the pump
and probe pulses used in the calculations are identical.
experimental pulses are of;145 cm21 FWHM intensity
bandwidth and were measured to have an intensity auto
relation of;260 fs FWHM. For transform-limited pulses, a
;145 cm21 bandwidth corresponds to an intensity autoc
relation of;150 fs FWHM, thus the experimental pulses a

FIG. 1. Born–Oppenheimer PESs. Potential energy~in eV! is plotted as a
function of the distance between the two lithium atoms. For the spec
scopic notation of the electronic surfaces see text. The dashed arrows
resent the one-photon transitions produced by the pump or the probe p
The solid arrow represents the selective cw transition from the ground s
The vertical lines indicate approximately the location and the density
rovibrational levels available to the pulses. TheA and I surfaces are from
Ref. 12, and theE surface is from Ref. 13. The transitions induced by t
lasers are indicated by arrows.
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clearly not transform limited. The pulses are of parallel line
polarization, and they are phase-unlocked, i.e., having a
dom relative phase between them.

In the pump step, the molecules in the electronicA state
undergo a transition via a single-photon excitation to
electronicE state, forming a wave packet composed of se
eral vibrational and rotational states. After some delay tim
the probe step excites the wave packet via a single-pho
event from theE state to theI state where the molecule i
ionized. Direct two-photon processes are also possible, s
as a resonant transition from theA state to theI state, via the
E state. The current generated by the Li2 ions and electrons
is the measured signal, which is observed as a function of
delay between the pump and probe pulses. Thus the raw
consist of current as a function of delay time. Single-pho
transitions are the most relevant for the interpretation of
signal, as shown experimentally8–11 and confirmed theoreti-
cally in the following sections.

We use the potential energy surfaces~PESs! for the A
and I electronic states calculated by Schmidt-Minket al.12

The E PES was adopted from the experimental work
Bernheim et al.13 The PESs were interpolated to achie
higher resolution over the internuclear distances. These
the best PESs presently available. The electronic dipole
ment function between theE and theA surfaces also come
from the work of Schmidt-Minket al.,12 while the one be-
tween surfacesE and I was computed by Luccheseet al.14

It is assumed that the first ionic PES is the terminat
state~I state!, representing a single autoionizing bound R
dberg state~of Su

1 symmetry! very close to the ionic con-
tinuum, which ionizes, subsequent to the excitation, w
100% efficiency. Thus the calculated population in theI state
is identified with the observable corresponding to the exp
mental current signal. Experiments suggest that the cohe
ionization of Li2 is mediated by Rydberg state resonanc
dominating over the continuum contributions.9,11 Ionization
through autoionizing bound Rydberg states is a complex p
cess involving breakdown of the Born–Oppenheimer
proximation and various couplings of a Rydberg state
other neighboring Rydberg states and/or to t
continuum.15–17One of the goals of this work is to determin
if the experimental results can be reproduced with reason
accuracy using a simple Rydberg state doorway model.

B. Modeling the dynamics

Assuming the radiation field interacts with the molecu
via their electronic dipole moments, the Hamiltonian in a B
representation can be written as

Ĥ~ t !5Ĥ01m̂•E~ t !ê; ~1!

Ĥ05S HA 0 0

0 HE 0

0 0 HI

D ~2!

is the molecular Hamiltonian in the absence of exter
fields. Ĥi is the vibration-rotation Hamiltonain on thei elec-

-
ep-
es.
te.
f
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tronic surface~A, E, or I!, andê is the polarization vector o
the electromagnetic~EM! field. The dipole moment of the
molecule can be written as

m̂5uA&^EumAE~ r̂ !1uE&^I umEI~ r̂ !1C.C., ~3!

where r̂ represents the nuclear coordinates; the dipole m
ment lies along the internuclear axis. The EM fieldE(t) in
Eq. ~1! corresponds to the laser pulse and its modeling
described in Sec. II C.

The Hilbert space of the nuclear Hamiltonian is rep
sented for each PES by appropriate eigenfunctions. Acc
ingly, the terms in the molecular Hamiltonian are evalua
as:

Ĥ0uA,vA , j A ,m&5eA
vAj AuA,vA , j A ,m&, ~4!

Ĥ0uE,vE , j E ,m&5eE
vEj EuE,vE , j E ,m&, ~5!

Ĥ0uI ,v I , j I ,m&5e I
v I j IuI ,v I , j I ,m&, ~6!

whereeK
i j refers to the rovibrational energy of a state with

specific angular momentum and vibrational quantum nu
ber.

The action of the time-dependent part of the Hamilton
on a state on surfaceA, for example, is described by

m̂•E~ t !êuA,vA , j A ,m&

5 (
vE50

N

(
j E5 j A61

uE,vE , j E ,m&E~ t !mAE,m
vEj E ,vAj A, ~7!

where mAE,m
vEj E ,vAj A5^E,vE , j E ,mumAE(r )cos(u)uA,vA ,jA ,m&.

Because of the linear polarization of the laser field, all ma
elements of the dipole moment function withDmÞ0 are
zero (Dm5mE2mA). The E→A, E→I , and I→E transi-
tions are computed in a similar fashion.

The wave function is represented as a vector in the e
tronic components:

C~ t !5S cI A~ t !
cI E~ t !
cI I~ t !

D , ~8!

wherecI A(t), cI E(t), andcI I(t) are vectors of coefficients o
every possible nuclear coordinate state on theA, E, and I
surfaces, respectively. The initial stateC(t50) corresponds
to a specific rovibrational state on theA surface as prepare
by the cw laser. Since the relative features of the measu
signal are independent of the relative polarization betw
the cw laser and the pump pulse, the initial state was
sumed to be isotropic, populating equally and incoheren
all m sublevels.

The propagation over time was done either exactly
solving the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation,

i\
]C~ t !

]t
5Ĥ~ t !C~ t !, ~9!

or using perturbation theory. First-order perturbative cal
lations were done essentially as explained in the work
Ubernaet al.9 The component of the wave function for th
stateuE,vE , j E ,m& on surfaceE, aE(vE , j E ,m,t), is given at
the end of the pump pulse of durationt as
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aE~vE , j E ,m,t!

52
i

\
exp@2~ i /\!eE

vEj Et#E
0

t

dt8mAE,m
vEj E ,vAj AE~ t8!

3exp~ ivAE
vEj E ,vAj At8!aA~vA , j A ,m,t50!, ~10!

where vAE
vEj E ,vAj A corresponds to the energy difference b

tween the initial state onA and the target state onE. The
integral is the Fourier transform of the field at the angu
frequencyvAE

vEj E ,vAj A. Therefore, the field in the frequenc
domain was used instead of the integral. Each pulse is tre
to first order. Therefore, a first-order equation equivalent
Eq. ~10! is applied to the population amplitude coefficien
for the electronic stateE, in order to determine the popula
tion produced by the sequence of the two pulses.9 This is
equivalent to a second-order calculation with nonoverlapp
pulses. The second-order treatment for each pulse foll
the standard procedure;18,19 in this case the time integratio
cannot be reduced to a Fourier transform relation.

Although approaches that take into account more f
tures of the fields~especially when the pump and the pro
pulses overlap in time! are possible,20 these features are no
important for the present experiments done with this syst
since the duration of the pulse overlap is a negligible par
the whole range of delay times over which the pump–pro
trace was collected.

The exact simulations~using the BO time-dependen
Schrödinger equation with a reconstructed field! were done
using a Chebyshev integrator,21 whose maximal eigenvalue
range was set by the worse case determined by the maxim
intensity of the laser field. This integration scheme, which
not the most efficient for this class of problems, was cho
since it is robust and allows easy control of accuracy.

C. Modeling the field

To model the laser field, the square root of the expe
mentally measured pulse intensity as a function of freque
@ I (v)# was used. By Fourier transforming to the time d
main, a transform limited pulse would be obtained, char
terized by a constant phase for all the different frequenc
contained in its bandwidth. A chirped pulse, i.e., with diffe
ent relative phases for different frequency components,
either be introduced intentionally or simply as a conseque
of the pulse creation and manipulation process. The pu
used in the experiments simulated here are not transf
limited, thus their chirp needs to be modeled. A linear ch
is assumed, i.e., for each frequency the phase alteration
pends quadratically on the difference between this freque
and the frequency with maximum intensity. Here, the chirp
defined in the frequency domain, as the number ofp phases
induced in the pulse from its center to its lowest-frequen
wing ~the pulses are not necessarily symmetric!. Setting
vchirp5vmax2vinitial , wherevmax is the frequency of maxi-
mum field strength~or intensity! and v initial is the smallest
frequency for which the field strength is larger than a pre
accuracy~typically of the order of 0.01 times the maximum!,
the chirp was introduced as:
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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E~v!5expF i f pS v2vmax

vchirp
D 2GAI ~v!, ~11!

with f as the number ofp phases induced on half of th
pulse. The chirped pulse shape will depend on the choic
v initial , which has to be selected carefully.

The frequency domain function with chirp was Fouri
transformed to obtain the electric field as a function of tim
and then scaled to the right magnitude:

E~ t !@a.u.#5
1

5.142 21* 1011A Es

e0c*0
tmaxuE8~ t !u2 dt

E8~ t !,

~12!

where E8(t) is the function as obtained from the Fouri
transform ofE(v), Es is the energy per pulse per unit are
~in @J m22#, obtained from the experimental energy per pu
divided by the beam spot size of 5 mm2, see Ref. 9!, the time
is in s,c ande0 are, respectively, the speed of light and t
permittivity of vacuum, and 5.142 21* 1011 is the conversion
factor from @V m21# to @ea0

22#.
In Fig. 2, the experimentally measured pulse intens

spectrum in the frequency domain is compared with the
used in the simulations. To reproduce the slightly irregu
signal structure~small features on top of a smooth curve! in
the frequency domain, one needs a fairly long pulse in
time domain, since the small spikes and dips in the freque
domain correspond to many small bumps in the time dom
preceding and following the main pulse. However, the d
ferences between the calculated dynamics induced by di

FIG. 2. The electromagnetic field squared~proportional to the laser inten
sity! from spectral bandwidth measurements. The dotted line is the m
sured signal, the solid is the Fourier transform of the pulse actually use
the exact calculations. The fields are plotted for three different energies
pulse~1.5, 0.5, and 0.17mJ!. The pulses are exactly identical when scal
by the intensities. The vertical lines represent the transition frequencieE
←A, where the rovibrational state inA is vA514, j A518. The dashed lines
are for j E517, the solid forj E519. The first transition inside the envelop
is to vE512 andj E517. Note the strong anharmonicity of the potential f
the energies probed with this experiment~the difference between two sub
sequent vibrational eigenenergies is not constant!; this is confirmed by the
quantum beat frequencies reported in Table I. The increase in level spa
that appears after 12 400 cm21 is characteristic of the ionic nature in th
E-state shelf region. A pictorial representation of the vibrational manifold
surfaceE can be found in the work of Konowalowet al. ~Ref. 22!.
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ent pulses, whose intensity profiles are either spiky
smooth, were smaller than 1%@this was checked for variou
values of the chirp factorf in Eq. ~11!#. This holds both
because the transition frequencies happen to be in posit
where the smoothing does not alter the size of the field
preciably and because the experimental field is already q
smooth.

This procedure allows reconstruction of essentially
exact pulse from experimentally measured data, and t
avoids concerns about the validity of approximations such
using a Gaussian or a sinc2 pulse. For the fields modeled i
this paper, a Gaussian function tailored to the smoothed
tribution proved to also be a fairly good approximation. T
central frequencyvmax is taken as 12 406 cm21 in all the
calculations discussed here, this being the maximum of
experimentally measured intensity. The FWHM of the inte
sity autocorrelation, obtained for various chirped puls
modeled here, are 172 fs forf 51, 228 fs forf 52, 304 fs for
f 53, and 390 fs forf 54. The experimental pulses from th
laser were measured to have an intensity autocorrelatio
260 fs FWHM, which corresponds tof ;2.5. Thus the pulses
acquire a considerable amount of chirp across the freque
band, reaching~within the model of linear chirp! values of
more thanp for the relative phases between the central pu
frequency and frequencies at the edges of the spectrum

The above modeling of the laser field makes the al
rithm of the rotating wave approximation~RWA!18 exact
~because there are no counter rotating terms!.23 In the simu-
lations the frequency of the RWA was chosen as the
quency of maximum intensity. With this formulation the in
troduction of pulse shaping both in the intensity and in t
phases is straightforward: apply a different phase and in
sity attenuation to different frequency bands instead of a
ear chirp in Eq.~11!.

D. Integration step and Hilbert space size

The Chebyshev integrator used is a step integrator,
the time-dependent field is approximated by a constant d
ing each integration step. Calculations were performed w
decreasing time steps until very accurate convergence in
population amplitudes was obtained, then a step size with
desired accuracy~1% relative error in the amplitudes! was
chosen. For these calculations an integration time step of
was found to be sufficient.

The optimal size of the Hilbert space, in this case t
number of rovibrational states on the different PESs, mus
determined for maximal efficiency and convergence. T
minimal set, consisting of the states in the frequency wind
of the laser~thus populated at the end of the pulse!, is not
sufficient. During the photoexcitation process at short time
number of virtual states are created, hence a basis set la
than the minimal one is necessary. Exactly how much lar
depends on the characteristics of the field.24 Convergence
was checked by adding states until the variation in the
sired properties~the populations on the finalI surface! was
extremely small. The final convergence criteria were cho
such that the generated population on surfaceI was within an
average error of about 1% and no error exceeded 5% for
states with small but non-negligible population. The basis
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to be used was determined once for the highest intensity
was then used for all the calculations. On theA surface the
vibrational states fromvA510 to 18 were used, on theE
surface fromvE50 to 30, and on theI surface fromv I50 to
32. The states necessary for convergence onE span the fre-
quency domain from 10 000 to 13 700 cm21, while the laser
field has significant amplitude only between 12 200 a
12 600 cm21.

Regarding the rotational degree of freedom, in order
include possible high field effects, we allowed the possibi
of stimulated emission from the upperE surface to the initial
A surface by also including in the Hilbert space states w
j A5 j 062 onA ~wherej 0 is the quantum number of the sta
created on surfaceA by the cw laser; herej 0518!. This
allows the excitation onE of states withj E5 j 063, thus they
were also included in the Hilbert space. For all pulse int
sities used here, the simulation results show negligible po
lations ~less than 0.1%! in the states withj A5 j 062.

A large effect in the simulated signal is observed, on
other hand, when, in order to model the nuclear dynamics
the electronic surfaceI, the statesj I516, 18, and 20 are
included in the Hilbert space instead of including onlyj I

518. The effect can be seen in Fig. 3~dotted line vs dashed
line!, where simulation results with 0° phase-locked pum
and probe pulses~i.e., the pulses have a relative phase of!
are compared for different sizes of the angular momen
basis set. A slightly less prominent effect, however still n
ticeable, also exists for the case of nonphase-locked pu
~not shown here!. For completeness, Fig. 3 also shows~solid
line! the most general case discussed here, i.e.,j A5 j I516,
18, and 20, although, as discussed above, the increase i
A rotational Hilbert space does not affect the signal. T
change in the signal with the increase of theI rotational
Hilbert space is actually expected, since the rotational se
tion rules j I5 j E61 allow the excitations fromj E517 to j I

516, 18 and fromj E519 to j I518, 20. So the rotationa
Hilbert space withj I516, 18, and 20 is actually the on

FIG. 3. Calculated phase-locked ion signal~assuming that the Rydberg sta
I undergoes 100% ionization! as a function of the delay between the pum
and the probe pulses. Represented are the signals as obtained when u
different number of rotational states to represent theA and E electronic
surfaces~see in the text!. Note that the dotted line is almost indistinguis
able from the solid line. The energy per pulse is 1.5mJ, for both the pump
and the probe.
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needed within our current model for the final Rydberg sta
and thus it is indeed the one used in the simulations p
sented in the following. One should note that, in general,
set of j I values, which is allowed to be accessed by t
excitation from theE state, and thus the minimal set require
to be included in the Hilbert space, is highly dependent
the exact modeling of the excited final Rydberg states.
example, on one hand, the inclusion ofP symmetry Rydberg
states changes the rotational selection rules toj I5 j E , j E

61, while, on the other hand, the breakdown of the Bor
Oppenheimer approximation for Rydberg states, or the inc
sion of some contribution from the direct ionization to th
continuum, might impose a relaxation of the selection ru
to propensity rules.25 Still, as described above, in the prese
work we want to limit ourselves to the simplest possib
Rydberg doorway model.

E. Electronic coherence on I

Stimulated emission and interferences among the dif
ent excitation pathways to theI electronic surface are per
mitted in the present model. These include, for instance,
rect two-photon resonant transitions~induced by each pulse
separately!, two one-photon transitions~each originating
from a different pulse!, and multiple-photon excitations in
volving Raman processes. We simulate the last step of
dynamics as a transition to a Rydberg state that is su
quently ionized. For an ionic final state with a free electro
neither interferences nor stimulated emissions could oc
For a Rydberg state, assuming a long enough autoioniz
lifetime, while stimulated emission might still be possibl
the existence of interferences is dependent on the spe
state and its interactions with the environment, for examp
long range interaction with Li2

1 ions, Li atoms, and the Ar
buffer gas in the heated experimental cell.8 Such interactions
might lead to a strong loss of the electronic coherence
tween the excited Rydberg state and the state from whic
is excited. To investigate the possible effects of such coh
ence loss in the Rydberg state, we compared the exact
culations with results from propagating incoherently t
three nuclear wave functions created on the different e
tronic surfaces,A, E, and I, after the pump pulse. This wa
done by artificially randomizing their individual electron
phases. The obtained signal was identical~to within less than
1%! to the exact results. The possibility of stimulated em
sion from theI surface was studied by setting the wave fun
tion on theI surface to zero after application of the pum
pulse. Again, no difference was seen, showing that electro
coherence is irrelevant in nonphase-locked experiment
this kind, because its signature is washed out due to
random phases between the pump and the probe pulses
nonphase-locked experiment, the assumption of a Rydb
doorway state to ionization does not create problems rela
to coherence or stimulated emission if the transitions
volved are not too strong. Due to the different time sc
corresponding to the rovibrational motion on theE surface,
the nonphase-locked nature of the experiment does not l
the observation of the rovibrational coherence there.6

ng a
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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F. Attenuation of high frequencies

The experimental pump/probe transients8,10 show attenu-
ation of quantum beats with frequencies higher than;160
cm21. The experimental sampling step~35 fs! of the pump/
probe delay time should be small enough to resolve th
higher frequencies, since the corresponding Nyquist
quency ~i.e., the highest resolvable frequency! is approxi-
mately 500 cm21. The attenuation of the higher frequenci
can be attributed to the combination of pulse duration a
experimental geometry, plus dynamical effects originat
from the molecule-light interactions.

The phase of the propagating pulse is constant in a p
perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Since
pump and probe beams are at a small angle, the probe p
takes a finite time to pass through all the molecules set to
same temporal phase by the pump pulse. This time dep
on the size of the interaction spot and the angle between
laser beams. The angle between the pump and the p
beams is;1 deg. The interaction spot, if approximated by
square, has sides of approximately 2 mm. The uncertaint
time is therefore given by 2 mm3sin(1°)/c'100 fs. This
will naturally smooth and attenuate frequencies with a per
shorter than 100 fs, practically setting an upper bound to
frequency resolution of this experiment at about 170 cm21.
This is comparable with the limitations put on by the fin
duration of the probe pulse as a phase-unlocked pulse
respect to the pump pulse.

The dynamical factors, referred to above as also cont
uting to the cancellation of high beat frequencies in the s
nal, are related to the frequency spectrum of the laser pu
On the one hand, high beat frequencies depend upon
coherence between pairs of energetically distant states
the other hand, the existence of a coherent signal origina
from such a pair of states requires common initial and fi
states for the two excitation pathways through the two sta
Thus at least one state out of such a pair of states will
into the tail of the pulse spectrum in the pump and/or pro
steps, resulting in a weak signal for the corresponding qu
tum beat. The higher the beat frequency, the more likely
corresponding intensity will be small. Even though t
present theoretical calculations regard the pump and p
beams to be geometrically parallel to each other, follow
from these factors, they show that quantum beat frequen
between 100 and 250 cm21 are strongly reduced in thei
intensity.

III. VALIDITY OF THE PERTURBATIVE APPROACH

Perturbation theory has two main advantages over
exact propagation: it is far more efficient computationa
and it allows a simpler interpretation of the results. Given
radiation intensity of the present experiment~an average of
;108 W cm22!, it is not clear whether perturbation theory
a good approximation to the actual dynamics. Accordingly
series of calculations was performed in which the results
perturbation theory were compared to those of exact, pro
gator based, quantum dynamics.

The exact calculations need to be averaged over diffe
values of the random phases between the pump and
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probe; in general, for these calculations we averaged ove
phases scanning from 0 to 2p. Averaging is not necessar
for first-order perturbative calculations because the phase
the laser pulses can be averaged analytically, so there i
effect related to the interference between the pump and
probe fields. This makes perturbation theory for pump a
probe experiments comparatively even more efficient th
for other systems.

To allow direct comparison with the exact simulation
the signal~the I population! computed via a first-order per
turbative approach has to be translated on the vertical
@that is, S(t)→S(t)1C, a time-independent part has to b
added#. This is because the two-photon resonant transiti
that excite directly fromA to E to I ~and higher-order terms!,
originating from the pump and the probe pulses separa
~in the nonoverlapping time region!, are not included in the
first-order perturbative treatment.

According to the simplest perturbative treatment, bo
the baseline~i.e., the size of the translation applied to th
signal to bring the minimum of the oscillations to zero! and
the oscillations due to the beats on theE surface should scale
approximately quadratically with typical intensity, th
former because it is produced by second- and higher-o
terms within a single pulse, the latter because it depends
two time-delayed pulses. In Fig. 4, the exact transition fro
the initial state on theA surface to one typical state on theE
surface with a large Franck–Condon amplitude is plot
~represented by stars!. It is clear from the slope of this plo
that these transitions depend linearly upon the field intens
thus this part of the experiment can be explained using fi
order perturbation theory. This transition is no longer line
if the intensity of the field is increased by an order of ma
nitude ~not shown here, for clarity!.

In the exact propagation, the population on theI surface
generated by a single pulse with an energy of 0.17mJ is
1.6731028. This is exactly half the baseline obtained in th

FIG. 4. Populations generated by a single pulse as a function of the en
per pulse.* is the population of the state on theE surface that has the
strongest transition moment from the initial state onA. The dashed line is its
linear interpolation.L represents the population generated on theI surface
via single pulse direct two-photon resonant transition as computed u
second order perturbation theory.1 is the same but computed via exa
propagation. The dashed line is a quadratic interpolation of1; it is clear that
the behavior is not exactly quadratic.
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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simulation of the pump/probe signal, thus the baseline
mainly the result of the resonant transitions produced by
two individual pulses. From Fig. 4 it can be seen that thI
population value obtained by exact propagation clos
matches the value computed by second-order perturba
theory. For an energy per pulse of 0.5mJ, the computed
single pulse population on theI surface is 1.4031027,
which is slightly more than half the baseline (2.7331027).
At this higher intensity, the values computed exactly
single pulses also start to depart from the second-order
diction ~see Fig. 4!. For the strongest field~1.5 mJ per pulse!
the population generated on surfaceI by a single pulse is
1.05131026, which is clearly more than half the baselin
(1.7331026). The higher-order transitions are not simp
the sum of those generated by the two separated pulse
can be concluded that from the theoretical point of view,
only are second-order phenomena relevant, but even hig
order terms are noticeable for higher intensities.

To understand which nonlinear effects play a role in t
system, the experimentally measured current at the diffe
intensities is compared with these numbers. In the exp
ment, the number of ions ionized per pulse of a single fe
tosecond beam~after proper background substraction! are
Npulse;450– 800 and 3750–7500 for pulse energies of
and 1.5mJ, respectively. Assuming suitable values for t
detection efficiency, the interaction volume, the density
the thermally distributed Li2 molecules, and theX–A transi-
tion strength, the experimental values for the ionization pr
abilities Npulse/PA are (0.2– 1.3)31027 and (0.16– 1.2)
31026 for the two different pulse energies.PA is the num-
ber of particles in the interaction region populating the init
statevA514, j A518. The theoretical values~exact calcula-
tion! obtained for a pulse energy of 0.5mJ is 1.431027 and
for 1.5 mJ is 1.131026. Considering the complexity of the
estimates, there is reasonable agreement between the th
ical and experimental values, and the perturbative treatm
appears valid.

Exact simulations and first-order perturbation theory
compared for different pulse intensities~0.17, 0.5, and 1.5
mJ! in Fig. 5. Note that, as expected, the perturbative ca
lations are identical when scaled by the laser inten
squared. For the lowest intensity the agreement between
turbation theory and the full calculation is remarkably goo
although the relative computational cost is about 1:1000.
an energy per pulse of 0.5mJ, there starts to be sizable di
ferences in the two signals, while for the highest intens
~1.5 mJ! there is a qualitative disagreement, including t
appearance of additional structure in the signal~the split
peaks indicated by arrows in Fig. 5!. These additional peak
are most likely due to induced Raman transitions betw
the A andE states that result in additional excited levels
these states. The main message of this section is that pe
bation theory should be used with caution in the interpre
tion of these experiments at the present experimental va
of field intensity, which is in the intermediate region betwe
the linear and nonlinear behavior.
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IV. CHIRP EFFECTS

The laser fields used in the experiments are quite co
plicated, especially considering the goals of studying coh
ent control mechanisms.8 In the experiment, the pulses hav
been modified either by a wire or glass mask9 or by using a
liquid crystal pixellated mask, which permits selective mo
fication of the intensities and phases of 128 different f
quency bands.8 As described in Sec. II C, even before th
pulse shaping, a chirp exists that accounts for the obse
deviation from a transform-limited character. Note that m
of the measured molecular transitions are in the central
of the pulse envelope. Thus the difference in the phases
quired by different excited molecular states is relative
small, limited to the range of225° to 25°, even though a
larger chirp is present across the whole pulse spectrum.
is consistent with experimental observations of relat
phases between the excited states of 0630°.8

In Fig. 6~a!, the time-dependent signal computed wi
exact simulation for a transform limited pulse~dashed line!
is compared with the signal obtained for a linearly chirp
one ~dotted line! with f 54 ~see Sec. II C!. Both cases were
calculated with an energy of 1.5mJ per pulse. The signa
originating from the transform limited pulse is the same d
shown in Fig. 5~bottom panel!. The choice off 54 is to
stress the effect of the chirp upon the signal. As can be s
from Fig. 6~a!, the time-dependent signal is strongly influ
enced by the chirp. Also, the split peaks that appear w
the transform-limited pulse~seen more clearly in Fig. 5, bot
tom panel, indicated by arrows! and which are correlated
with the higher intensities are not present when the lar
chirp is applied. This is most likely because of the leng
ened pulse duration, originating from a higher chirp, whi

FIG. 5. Ionization signals computed using first-order perturbation the
~dashed–dotted! and exact simulation~solid! for different pulse intensities.
From top to bottom, the energy per pulse is 0.17, 0.5, and 1.5mJ ~indicated
on the right of the panels!. For the highest pulse energy the split peaks a
indicated with arrows. Note the different scales used for the different p
intensities.
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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causes a reduction in the instantaneous~time-dependent! in-
tensity of the pulse, since the total energy of the pulse
conserved independent of the applied chirp.

Since the time-dependent signal is actually an inter
ence pattern between all its frequency components, i
highly sensitive to both the relative amplitudes and phase
each state, and thus differences between signals obta
with various chirp degrees will originate from changes
both these quantities. The amplitude information of the c
culated time-dependent signals, shown in Fig. 6~a!, is pre-
sented in Fig. 6~b! as the corresponding Fourier amplitud
~modulus! spectra~dashed and dotted lines!. As opposed to
the time-dependent signal, the corresponding Fourier s
trum is weakly dependent on the chirp degree. The only
nificant differences between the two spectra are in the
quency components around 90 and 120 cm21: The former
appear only in the spectrum calculated forf 54 chirp, while
the latter appear only in the spectrum corresponding to
transform limited pulse. This observation suggests that
differences between the time-dependent signals of thef 54
chirp and the transform-limited pulses are mostly due to
alteration of the relative phases between the various
quency components of the signal, and only slightly due
changes in their relative amplitudes.

Still, in order to be able to more precisely analyze ch
influence on the various signal components, both in term
the amplitudes and phases, a much longer propagation
of the exact calculations is needed. At present, given
limited accuracy of the available potential energy surfac
such exact calculations are computationally too expensiv

FIG. 6. Theoretical signals obtained by exact calculations with chirp fac
@see Eq.~11!# f 50 ~dashed line! and f 54 ~dotted line!, and experimental
results obtained without altering the phases of the somewhat chirped
~Ref. 8! ~solid line!. Panel~a! shows the signals in the time domain, an
panel ~b! displays the corresponding Fourier amplitude spectra in the
quency domain~obtained from the FFT of 0–10 ps time-dependent signa!.
The pulse energy used in the calculations is 1.5mJ.
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be justifiable. Thus for the case of 1.5mJ ~and higher! pulse
intensity, where perturbative calculations cannot provide
computationally cheaper alternative~see Sec. III and Fig. 5!,
the chirp effects cannot be fully resolved. On the other ha
for lower pulse intensities, where the perturbative calculat
results have shown good agreement with the exact o
simulation for longer times can be done easily, achiev
good resolution in the corresponding Fourier spectrum.
deed, we conducted such calculations for pulse energie
0.5 mJ and lower~not shown here!, comparing results for
various chirp structures. To summarize, the Fourier am
tude spectrum is almost insensitive~zero in the first-order
perturbative limit! to the applied chirp, while the time
dependent signal is sensitive. This is because applying a
ear chirp corresponds formally to a time translation of t
different frequency components, so, consequently, differ
chirps produce a given quantum beat of the signal with d
ferent phase but with the same amplitude.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Exact calculations

Figures 6~a! and 6~b! also show~solid line! the experi-
mental signal and its corresponding Fourier amplitude sp
trum. Due to the relatively large experimental error in t
absolute value of the ionization probability~see Sec. III!, the
normalization of the experimental time-dependent pum
probe signal is arbitrary. The experimental time-depend
signal looks different from both theoretical traces, obtain
with exact calculations forf 54 chirp and transform limited
pulses of 1.5mJ. Looking at the Fourier amplitude spect
shown in Fig. 6~b! reveals one of the sources for these d
ferences: Although the theoretical spectrum contains mos
the prominent Fourier components of the experimental sp
trum, the relative amplitudes are different. For examp
while the lowest-frequency part at;10–20 cm21 agrees well
with the experiment, in the central part~;20–60 cm21! the
intensities of several peaks centered around 40 and 55 c21

are clearly reversed in the theoretical results as compare
the experimental ones.

B. Perturbative calculations

The validity of first-order perturbative calculations in d
scribing the experimental time-dependent pump/probe i
ization transient has been justified above in Sec. III. It
further supported by the fact that the results from the ex
calculations done with 0.5mJ and lower pulse energies~see
Fig. 5! seem to agree qualitatively better with the expe
ment, as compared to the results for higher pulse energ
For instance, neither experiment nor low intensity calcu
tions show the split peaks, which exist for 1.5mJ pulse en-
ergy and indicate the onset of higher field effects. This agr
ment is consistent with the experimental pulse intensities

According to first-order perturbation theory~see Sec.
II B !, the amplitude corresponding to an excited rovibratio
statevEj E on theE surface at timet from excitation, after the
pump pulse has ended, is given by26
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aE~vE , j E ,m,t !52
2p i

\
exp@2~ i /\!eE

vEj Et#mAE,m
vEj E ,vAj A

3Epump~vAE
vEj E ,vAj A!, ~13!

where Epump(vAE
vEj E ,vAj A) is the field strength of the pum

pulse at theA→E transition frequency,vAE
vEj E ,vAj A, from the

initial rovibrational level on theA surface,vAj A , to the ex-
cited state,vEj E , andmAE,m

vEj E ,vAj A represents the correspon
ing transition dipole moment~referred here also as Franck
Condon amplitude! defined in Sec. II B. The symboleE

vEj E

represents the energy of the excited state.
The observed time-dependent part of the total ionizat

signal, S(t), with t the time at which the wave packet
probed, is composed of the various quantum beats, each
responding to the ionization of a pair of excited rovibration
states,vE

k j E
k andvE

l j E
l out of the wave packet states, i.e.,

S~ t !} (
k,l ;k. l

Akl cos~2pVklt1Fkl!, ~14!

Vkl5~e
E
vE

k , j E
k

2e
E
vE

l , j E
l

!/\, ~15!

where Vkl is the quantum beat frequency, andFkl is the
corresponding phase. The amplitude of a specific quan
beat,Akl , is determined by contributions,Akl

pump andAkl
probe,

from both the~pump! excitation and~probe! ionization steps,
respectively:

Akl5Akl
pumpAkl

probe, ~16!

where

Akl
pump5um

AE,m
vE

k j E
k ,vAj AEpump~v

AE
vE

k j E
k ,vAj A!

3m
AE,m
vE

l j E
l ,vAj AEpump~v

AE
vE

l j E
l ,vAj A!u. ~17!

Within the framework of ionization through a single boun
electronic Rydberg state,

Akl
probe5U(

v I j I

m
EI,m
vE

k j E
k ,v I j IEprobe~v

EI
vE

k j E
k ,v I j I !

3m
EI,m
vE

l j E
l ,v I j IEprobe~v

EI
vE

l j E
l ,v I j I !U, ~18!

with the summation done over all accessible final rovib
tional levels of the Rydberg state. In general, there can
be a nonzero phase,Fkl , originating from the difference in
the phases corresponding to the excitation and ionizatio
the two quantum beat states. These phases can origina
ther externally from the laser pulses or from the molecu
properties. As mentioned above, although the experime
pulses are chirped, the phase differences between lase
quencies, which correspond to states producing quan
beats of significant contributions to the signal, are relativ
small and below 25° in their absolute value. Since theA
→E transition is a bound–bound transition, the phase co
sponding to the excitation of a single rovibrational state c
either be 0 or 180°, determined by the sign of the transit
dipole moment. Similarly, within our model for the ioniza
tion through a single bound Rydberg state, the possible t
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sition phases induced by ionization are also limited to eit
0 or 180°. Thus the various quantum beat phases,Fkl , are
expected to be of a value close to either 0 or 180°. T
expectation is, indeed, consistent with the experiments si
lated here,8 which have measured all the quantum be
phases to be 0630°.

The expressions on the right-hand side of Eqs.~17! and
~18! should be summed over the exact in-distribution. Ho
ever, for pulse energies within the perturbative regime, t
distribution was found to only weakly influence the relati
shape of the time-dependent ionization signal@s(t)#. Its
main affect is on the absolute total ionization probability d
to the m-dependent transitions amplitudes, following fro
the different Clebsch–Gordan coefficients for differe
m-values.27 This is consistent with the experimental observ
tion that the relative shape of the time-dependent signa
not affected by changes in the relative polarization betw
the cw laser and femtosecond laser beams~the dependence
of the total signal level on this relative polarization has n
been measured!.

The pump/probe time-dependent ionization signal w
computed using first-order perturbation theory, with 0.5mJ
pulse energy, for long delay times of up to 80 ps. The c
responding Fourier spectrum is sufficiently resolved to p
mit isolation of the contributions from the various quantu
beats, and thus to enable direct comparison with the exp
mental results. For first-order perturbative calculations,
effect of using 0.5mJ energy for both pump and prob
pulses, while the experimental pulse energies are 0.5 and
mJ for the pump and probe steps, respectively, causes
the introduction of a scaling factor~of value 3! to the time-
dependent ionization signal@s(t)#. Both theoretical and ex-
perimental Fourier amplitude spectra are shown in Fig.
and Table I elaborates the data corresponding to the var
contributing quantum beats. Below, we compare the theo
ical results with the experimental ones. Following the fact
appearing in Eq.~14!, first we refer to the amplitudes (Akl)

FIG. 7. Fourier transform spectra of the experimental signal~solid line,
positive! as in Fig. 6, and the theoretical signal~dotted line; the values are
negative for clarity! calculated using first-order perturbation theory. T
calculations were done for pulse energy of 0.5mJ, and over a total propa
gation time of 80 ps~similar to the experiment!. The corresponding data ar
shown in Table I.
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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Downloaded 2
TABLE I. Theoretical and experimental~Ref. 8! data corresponding to the various quantum beats compo
the ionization signals(t) ~see text! from the excited Li2(E 1Sg

1) wave packet. The quantum beats are identifi
by the vibrational~n! and rotational~J! quantum numbers of their corresponding states. The data inc
frequencies (Vkl) and relative amplitudes (Akl). The theoretical data also include the contribution to t
amplitude (Akl

pump) from the pump step only~see text!. All theoretical amplitudes were calculated using firs
order perturbation theory. The theoretical and experimental amplitudes are relative, and thus are of d
arbitrary units. Only the states appreciably excited by the pump pulse are included. The* ’ s represent beats o
close frequencies, where the corresponding theoreticalAkl values are difficult to extract separately for each
them.
ci
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of the various quantum beats, and later to their frequen
(Vkl) and phases (Fkl).

1. Quantum beat amplitudes

From Fig. 7 one can see that the three main groups
intense experimental peaks at about 20, 40, and 60 cm21 also
appear in the theoretical Fourier spectrum, however, w
different relative amplitudes for the various componen
Further examination of the Fourier spectra and Table I~see
especially the columnAkl

exp/Akl
theo! reveals that the significan

differences between the theoretical and experimental am
tudes occur for quantum beats that originate from the e
6 Jan 2001  to 132.64.1.7.  Redistribution subject to A
es

of

h
.

li-
i-

tation of at least one of the two states (vE , j E)5(13,17) and
~13,19!. This occurs in the extreme case to the almost co
plete absence from the theoretical spectrum of the exp
mental 19.0 cm21 peak, corresponding to the rotational qua
tum beat~13,17!–~13,19!, and to the significant attenuatio
of the peaks at 37.3 and 22.5 cm21 ~experimental frequency
values!, for which their corresponding states include one
thevE513 rotational levels. Less attenuated are the quan
beats involving the rotational levels ofvE514 ~see, for ex-
ample, the 14.8 cm21 quantum beat!, and only a small at-
tenuation occurs for quantum beats having states withvE

515 or 16~see, for example, the 16.9 and 59.6 cm21 quan-
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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tum beats!. Based on the data presented in Table I, the
tenuation factor~i.e., the ratio between the experiment
value and the theoretical one! corresponding to the amplitud
of excitation and ionization of a single state out of the wa
packet states is roughly estimated to be;5–10 for the states
of vE513, ;1.5–3 for those ofvE514, and;0.6–1 for the
vE515 and 16 states. Note, however, that there is no se
values, which can be applied as attenuation factors to
various states, which will fit the whole set of theoretical a
plitude values to the experimental ones.

As can be seen from the theoreticalAkl
pump values pre-

sented in Table I, the above strong theoretical attenuatio
thevE513 quantum beats, as compared to the quantum b
with the other wave packet states, is not expected to oc
due to the~pump! excitation step alone, and thus it seems
originate mainly in the modeling of the~probe! ionization
step. Analyzing the relevantE→I transitions indeed strongly
supports this explanation, as well as the conclusion that
modeled ionization step is also the one responsible for
smaller attenuation of thevE514 quantum beats. Within th
present single electronic Rydberg state theoretical mode
the E→I transition, the preferred final vibrational level
v I52. This originates from the Franck–Condon amplitud
involved and the specific probe pulse spectral bandwid
which allows direct access~with varying amplitude! from the
excited states on theE-state to thev I51 – 3 final vibrational
levels. The transition frequencies fromvE513, j E517, 19 to
the various included rotational levels ofv I52 are on the
edges of the laser spectrum envelope, i.e., the correspon
Eprobe(vEI

vEj E ,v I j I) values are small, thus in the calculation
the~13,17! and~13,19! states are ionized highly inefficiently
The ~14,17! and ~14,19! states are ionized slightly more e
ficiently, but still not at the appropriate level to reproduce t
experimental results, since the field amplitudes at their c
responding transition frequencies are slightly higher. On
other hand, the states ofvE515 and 16 are ionized at ap
proximately the expected efficiency level, since the tran
tions from these states to thev I52 states are indeed aroun
the center of the probe pulse envelope. The above inter
tation is consistent with the complete absence of experim
tal and theoretical quantum beats which might originate fr
vE512 or vE517, the former being very weakly excited b
the probe pulse and the latter by the pump pulse.

As was explained above in Sec. II F, similar argume
lead to the expected increased attenuation in the intensitie
higher-frequency components. It originates from the fact t
higher frequencies correspond to states farther away in
ergy, thus either one or both states involved in the creatio
the quantum beat is accessed by the edge of the envelo
either the pump or the probe pulse. Indeed, both the exp
mental and theoretical Fourier spectra, shown in Fig. 7,
hibit such an increased attenuation for quantum beats ab
100 cm21.

Some of the small experimental peaks missing in
theoretical spectrum are due to contaminations in the pu
of the initial state on theA surface, since the cw excitation
even though very selective, allows for some transitions
addition to the main excitation@here, X 1Sg

1 (vX52,j X

517)→A 1Su
1 (vA514,j A518)#. For example, the 35.7
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cm21 quantum beat originates from the statesvE59, j E

522 and 24 that are excited fromvA511, j A523, which is
produced fromvX50, j X522. Also, some of the contamina
tions originate fromD j 52 collisional transitions within the
A surface after cw excitation, induced by the Ar buffer gas
the heated cell, creating;5% population in j A516 and
20.10,28 The E-state levels excited by the pump pulse fro
j A520 are the most likely candidates for the experimen
peaks missing in the theoretical simulations in the reg
between 27–33 cm21 and 88 cm21.

Overall, it seems that the present theoretica
experimental differences in the relative amplitudes of
various quantum beats mainly originate from the theoret
modeling of the~probe! ionization step. The current mode
including a single bound Rydberg state coinciding with t
ionic surface, although very attractive for usage, may be
simplistic. As was discussed above, the main differences
related to the strong attenuation of thevE513 states and the
slightly less attenuation of thevE514 states. To improve the
theory–experiment agreement, a more efficient ionization
these states is needed. This can be achieved by lowering
energetic position of the electronic Rydberg PES, so
pump pulse will access more efficiently, i.e., with significa
field amplitude at the transitions fromvE513 and 14, the
levels converging to thev I52 final states. However, suc
lowering might undesirably affect the field amplitudes at t
transition frequencies corresponding to the ionization of
vE515 and 16 wave packet states, for which their cor
sponding ionization probabilities and quantum beats seem
be reasonably reproduced with the current location of
Rydberg state. Also, it seems somewhat unlikely, due to
large number of states and parameters involved, that su
simple shift of the PES will correct the ionization probabi
ties of the various states by the specific amounts neede
bring the quantum beat amplitudes to the observed exp
mental values. This is indeed what we have seen when
forming the first-order perturbation calculations with th
I-state PES located at various discrete energy positions r
ing from 0 to 120 cm21 below the ionicX 2Sg

1 PES. The
correct experimental relative amplitudes of the various qu
tum beats could not be achieved with such a simple mod
cation of the model.

One basic necessary modification of the theoreti
model is to extend the final accessible states to a manifol
Rydberg states instead of including only a single Rydb
state. This should allow the right degree of correction to
coherent ionization probabilities of the various states
volved in the various quantum beats; the currently effici
ionization of thevE515 and 16 states will be maintained du
to transitions to Rydberg states lying close to the location
the ionic surface, while the ionization probability of thevE

513 and 14 states will increase due to transitions to Rydb
states lying slightly lower. The inclusion of a Rydberg man
fold is actually consistent with the anticipation that the bro
bandwidth of the probe pulse is large enough to access
multaneously many Rydberg states. For example, at the
gion of Rydberg states with principal quantum numbern
around 30, the;145 cm21 bandwidth of the probe pulse
covers 15–20 states simultaneously. The extension to sev
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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final states effectively accessed in the probe excitation
further supported by the fact that no set of attenuation fac
could be attributed to the various wave packet states to fi
the theoretical quantum beat amplitudes to the experime
ones. For a single finalf state accessed in theE→I transi-
tion, each wave packet state on theE-state should actually
acquire a single attenuation factor, which is the ratio betw
its real and calculated transition amplitudes to this finaf
state. This is unlikely to be the case when several final st
are being effectively accessed. Another modification with
gard to the final Rydberg states is the inclusion of additio
Rydberg states ofP symmetry. Since the rotational selectio
rules corresponding to theE→I transitions involving these
Rydberg states arej I5 j E , j E61, as opposed toj I5 j E61
for the transitions to Rydberg states ofS symmetry~as was
used in the above calculations!, such modification will result
in a small change in the relative magnitude of the vario
quantum beats.

Further important improvements to the theoretic
model, which might lead to better agreement with the exp
mental quantum beat amplitudes, include better calculat
of the transition dipole moments for theE→I transitions, as
well as for theA→E transitions@see Eqs.~16!–~18!#. This
actually requires recalculation of theE-state PES and new
detailed calculations of the various Rydberg states PE
with the corresponding electronic wave functions as a fu
tion of internuclear distance, as well as, the rovibratio
wave functions. In general, errors in theE-state PES lead to
errors in both the calculated wave functions and state e
gies, however, one should note that the magnitude of a t
sition, aE(vE , j E ,m,t) @see Eq.~13!#, is mostly affected by
the former and much more weakly by the latter. On the o
hand, even a moderate error in the wave function can in
duce a relatively large error in the value obtained for
dipole moment matrix element. On the other hand, an e
in the state energy causes the field strength,E(vAE

vEj E ,vAj A),
to be calculated for a slightly wrong excitation frequenc
vAE

vEj E ,vAj A, which, due to the broadband nature of the pul
used here, usually does not produce a significant differe

With respect to the electronic transition dipole mome
the theoretical signal, produced using the electronic dip
function of Luccheseet al.,14 does not differ very much from
that calculated using a dipole function independent of
internuclear distanceR. This is reasonable, since, within th
Franck–Condon window relevant for theE→I transition,
this dipole function does not exhibit a strongR-dependence
At this point, it is hard to determine what degree
R-dependence the true dipole moment function demonstra

2. Quantum beats frequencies and phases

Apart from the quantum beat amplitudes, an additio
significant source for the present differences between
time-dependent theoretical and experimental signals are
deviations of the calculated quantum beat frequencies f
the experimental values~Table I!. Their effect can be see
from Eq. ~14!. An error in the frequency of a quantum bea
corresponding to statesk and l, is actually equivalent to a
time-dependent phase difference,DFkl

exp2theo(t), between the
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experimental and theoretical quantum beat cosine oscilla
signal, which is accumulated over timet from the wave
packet excitation, and is equal toDFkl

theo2exp(t)52p(Vkl
theo

2Vkl
exp)t, whereVkl

theo andVkl
exp are the measured and calc

lated quantum beat frequencies, respectively. As can be
from Table I, the theoretical frequencies computed in
present work are all within61.5 cm21 from the experimental
values; the accumulated phase corresponding to such err
;16°/ps. Hence, one can see that a relatively small erro
the quantum beat frequency value leads to relatively la
phase accumulation, and, consequently, to large modifi
tions of the overall time-dependent signal. This is especia
prominent when many quantum beats compose the si
with varying amplitudes and frequencies@see Eq.~14!#.

As mentioned above in Sec. II, the rovibrational lev
energies in theE-state were computed here using the P
from the experimental work of Bernheimet al.13 after inter-
polation. The interpolation was needed to achieve hig
resolution over the internuclear distances as compared to
original data. For different interpolation methods, the st
energies obtained are slightly different, and, as a result
are the quantum beat frequencies values. However, fo
given quantum beat, the different methods produce val
that are all within 0.5 cm21 one from the other. In the contex
of theory–experiment comparison, it is also valuable to re
to the theoretical frequency values that were obtained us
the best available purelyab initio PES for theE-state, calcu-
lated by Schmidt-Minket al.12 In this case, most of the the
oretical quantum beat frequencies are within 3 cm21 from
the experimental values, however, for some of the quan
beats the deviation reaches even 10 cm21. The complications
in calculating theE-state PES mainly originate from the na
ture of its shelf region, created due to an avoided cross
between theE 1Sg

1 andF 1Sg
1 states of Li2 . TheE–F cou-

pling might perturb the exact location of theE-state rovibra-
tional levels,29 thus highly accurate theoretical PESs for bo
the E andF states are actually needed here to reproduce
real rovibrational state energies, and, as a result, the obse
quantum beat frequencies.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The ultrafast photoionization of lithium dimer from th
A-state and the wave packet dynamics on theE-state, mea-
sured in a pump/probe experiment, have been interrogate
detail using a fully quantum dynamical treatment. Simulati
of the pump/probe ionization signal and its correspond
beat spectra has been conducted using propagator metho
solve the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation, incorporat
ing the best available PESs and dipole moment functio
The regime of applicability of perturbation theory for th
system was identified. In particular, it has been shown t
the excitation and ionization of theE-state wave packet ca
be described for the experimental pulse intensities wit
first-order perturbation theory. In general, however, the p
turbative analysis is not fully adequate in describing the
tained total ionization signal, due to the existence of non
ear effects.

Direct comparison between the theoretical and exp
IP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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mental results has allowed us to identify extensions and
provements to the present theoretical model. They emb
on the one hand, the inclusion of an autoionizing Rydb
state manifold as the accessible final states in the probe
~instead of the single Rydberg state included in the pres
calculations!, and, on the other hand, the calculations of n
accurate PESs and dipole moment functions for the var
Rydberg states, as well as for theE-state. It is expected tha
such extensions will bring the degree of agreement betw
the theoretical and experimental results to a point where
measured pump/probe signal can be used as a very sen
and highly reliable test for accurate quantum chemis
methods~for example, for calculating PESs and dipole fun
tions!. The results will also permit a complete and detail
theoretical~ab initio! framework for coherent control studie
involving the lithium dimer molecular system.
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